
1 Collection or Drop Off to Penrith Railway Station 2 Collection or Drop Off to Manchester Airport

Qty Pupils Charge per Pupil Qty Pupils Charge per Pupil

1 32.00£                    1 150.00£                 

2 22.00£                    2 110.00£                 

3 16.00£                    3 75.00£                   

4 12.00£                    4 60.00£                   

5 9.00£                      5 50.00£                   

6 8.00£                      6 40.00£                   

7 7.00£                      7 35.00£                   

8 6.00£                      8 30.00£                   

9 5.00£                      9 25.00£                   

10 5.00£                      10 25.00£                   

Lifts to or from other places may be available upon request, at similar rates.

Notes:

1

2

3

4
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The change-over of duty of care will be at the moment they are greeted by us, or as they leave us at drop off point. We will 

suggest that your child either phones or sends a SMS text message to you at this time.

Occasionally, we will not know how many children will be on the minibus until the actual day, so we can invoice you afterwards 

with the correct amount. Payment can be made through the usual methods, or by ParentMail if you prefer.

Lairthwaite Boarding House
Travel Costs To/From Penrith Railway Station and Manchester Airport

We can help with your child's travel arrangements for the holidays by supplying transport to and from Penrith Railway Station 

and all local airports. Upon collection, they will be accompanied by our staff staight back to the Boarding House. Or on the 

return trip home, they will be accompanied by us to airport check-in if required. Students could be accompanied by a either a 

male or female member of staff on these journeys.  

Of course, to be able to organise the logistics of this, it is necessary to have as much notice as possible if you and your child wish 

to take advantage of this service.  Naturally, we work on a first come, first served basis, so we recommend confirming 

arrangements with us as soon as possible. Also, co-ordinating travel arrangements with other pupils travelling to the same 

destination will keep costs down, and would also be company for your child on their travels.


